Classics Department: **Major in Classics Checklist** (minimum 9 units)\(^1\):

(A) Latin for Beginners/Greek for Beginners (2 units)


(B) 200 level Latin/Greek (1 unit)


(C) 300 level Latin/Greek (1 unit)


(D) Classics electives (either language courses or those in translation; 3 units). Students are highly encouraged to take courses in both Greek and Roman culture, as well as with all department faculty.


(E) Senior thesis (2 units, one of which must be taken in the fall of one’s senior year, the other in block 5 or earlier)


\(^1\) For students entering CC having placed into the 200(+) level of Latin or Greek, the minimum is 7 units.
List of regularly offered Classics electives (courses 1 unit unless specified):
*** Starred courses indicate those classes taught by Classics dept. faculty***

- **Greek and Roman cultures**
  
  ***“Introduction to Roman Literature and Archaeology” (CL 115, FYE 2 units)***
  
  ***“Ancient Multicultures” (CL 125)***
  
  ***“Invention of History” (CL 221, also HY)***
  
  ***“Greek and Roman Sports and Entertainment” (CL 222)***
  
  ***“Gender and Sexuality in Antiquity” (CL 222, also CO and FGS)***
  
  “History of Social and Political Philosophy: Classical Visions” (CL 222, also PH)
  
  “Art of Greece and Rome” (CL 223, also AH)

- **Greek Culture**
  
  *** “Greek History and Philosophy” (CL 116, also HY and PH; 2 units)***
  
  “Greek Philosophy” (CL 210, also PH)
  
  ***“Homer” (CL 218, also CO)***
  
  *** “Origins and Early Forms of Drama” (CL 219, also DR and CO)***
  
  ***“Myth and Meaning” (CL 220)***
  
  *** “Athenian Democracy” (CL 250, also HY)***
  
  “The World of Odysseus: History and Myth” (CL 222, also CO and HY; 1.5 units, summer course)

- **Roman culture**
  
  “Art in Late Antiquity” (CL 209, also AH)
  
  *** “Roman History I” (CL 216, also HY)***
  
  “Byzantine Art” (CL 222, also AH)
  
  *** “Roman History II” (CL 226, also HY)***
  
  *** “Rome, Naples, Sicily: Crossroads of the Ancient Mediterranean”*** (CL 222, also AH, CO, HY; 1.5 units, summer course)